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The Iron Curtain Raiser

THE IDEA of Steaua Bucharest beating Barcelona to 
win the Champions League Final is today so fanciful 
that you would more readily believe a former Coventry 
City goalkeeper was the reincarnated son of God and 
only he can save the Earth from the lizard people 

However, in 1986 Steaua Bucharest did beat 
Barcelona to win the European Cup – in Spain, no less – 
and it was largely down to the ‘Hero of Seville’, Helmuth 
Duckadam  Duckadam was a Romanian of ethnic 
German ancestry as indicated by his name ‘Helmuth’, 
and possessed the most perfect permed mullet and 
moustache combination seen anywhere outside of a 1980s 
WWF wrestling ring  It’s perhaps his innate Germanness 
that lent itself to breaking the heart of Barcelona’s English 
manager Terry Venables via what would become the all-
too-familiar medium of penalty kicks 

Even in 1986 the idea of the European Cup being 
won by a side from the Eastern Bloc was considered 
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far-fetched  Since its invention 30 years previously, the 
tournament had only been won by teams from the west, 
and only once before had a club on the eastern side of 
the Iron Curtain made the final 

Barcelona were strong favourites and were playing in 
front of what was essentially a home crowd in Seville, 
due to restrictions on travelling Romanian fans should 
they then choose to defect  Around 200 security-vetted 
Romanian supporters had been allowed to travel and still 
40 did cross to the other side  

Despite Barcelona’s advantages, the showpiece match 
of the European club footballing calendar finished 0-0 
for the first time  

Extra time could not end Steaua’s dream so the match 
headed to penalties  Even in that lottery, Barcelona’s 
experience of winning their semi-final on penalties 
seemingly gave them the edge  Such a hypothesis failed to 
account for the heroics of Duckadam, who flung himself 
in the way of all four kicks he faced to allow Steaua, who 
missed two of their own, to win the shoot-out 2-0  This 
remains the only shoot-out where a goalkeeper has saved 
the first four penalties they have faced  

A 26-year-old, European Cup-winning goalkeeper 
should have had the world at his feet and for a time 
Duckadam did  Real Madrid bought him a brand-new 
luxury Mercedes, a gift for preventing their arch-rivals 
winning their first continental championship, and 
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Duckadam would have time to enjoy it as Romania had 
failed to qualify for that summer’s World Cup in Mexico  

Tragically, Seville was the last time Duckadam ever 
played for Steaua or for any team in top-flight football  
The official version of what happened next says that 
while on holiday in the summer of 1986 Duckadam 
complained to his wife of a pain in his arm  Doctors 
diagnosed a thrombosis and he flew back to Bucharest 
for an emergency operation  Informed of the risk of 
blood clots and haemorrhaging that could prove fatal if 
he continued to play, he retired on the spot 

However, his return to second division football 
after the fall of Nicolae Ceaușescu, Romania’s 
communist dictator, has fuelled speculation of a more 
sinister explanation for his disappearance from public 
sporting life  

Some accounts have Ceaușescu’s son Nicu shooting 
Duckadam in the arm in a heated argument over who 
exactly should own and use the Mercedes provided by 
Real Madrid; others simply allege his popularity and 
acclaim were threatening to a regime that was slowly 
losing control of the country 

Duckadam though insists, ‘People hated Ceaușescu 
so much that they invented incredible stories about him 
and his family ’

Whatever the truth, it was a fantastic achievement for a 
Romanian side to win the European Cup  unfortunately, 
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some predominantly Anglophile detractors pointed 
to the absence of the English champions Everton and 
Steaua’s favourable route through to the final (via 
Denmark, Hungary, Finland and Belgium) as reasons to 
asterisk the victory  As the old adage goes, you can only 
beat what’s in front of you and Steaua underlined that it 
wasn’t a fluke by making the semi-finals in 1988 and a 
second final in 1989  The latter achievements followed 
the acquisition of Gheorghe Hagi from Bucharest’s 
student team  Not bad for a team that had never won a 
European Cup tie before 1985

Prior to 1985, Eastern Bloc success in European 
football was limited to the Cup Winners’ Cup  In 1969 
Slovan Bratislava were the first communist team to 
win a uEFA club trophy, coincidentally, with a victory 
over Barcelona  Magdeburg from East Germany beat 
Milan in 1974, while 1975 saw the first all-communist 
final with Dynamo Kiev (uSSR) beating Ferencváros 
(Hungary)  Similarly Dinamo Tbilisi (uSSR) got the 
better of Carl Zeiss Jena (East Germany) in 1981 

The exception to that rule was the city of Belgrade, 
then the capital of Yugoslavia  It might seem like 
semantics now but Yugoslavia was a bit of a Cold War 
quirk  It was communist and in the Eastern Bloc but 
not part of the Warsaw Pact and the Soviet union’s 
orbit  Indeed, Yugoslavia – alongside India and Egypt 
– was one of the leading countries in the Non-Aligned 
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Movement which sought a middle way between the 
policies of the uSA and uSSR 

In the second European Cup, in the 1956/57 season, 
Red Star Belgrade (known as Crvena Zvezda locally) 
reached the semi-finals  The following year they played 
Manchester united in the quarter-finals, a tie that would 
become infamous for the Munich air disaster  In the 
1970s and ’80s, Red Star were regulars in the latter stages 
of the European Cup 

In the 1960s that burden fell to their city rivals 
Partizan  In 1963/64 Partizan lost to eventual winners 
Inter Milan in the quarter-finals, but two years later they 
became the first eastern team to make the final, where 
they lost 2-1 to Real Madrid in Brussels after defeating 
the French, German, Czech and English champions 
en route  

Spurred on by Steaua’s success and horrified by the 
4-1 lead they squandered against Real Madrid in the 
1986/87 European Cup quarter-finals, Red Star came 
up with a five-year plan with the only goal being to win 
the European Cup  There was no problem a communist 
couldn’t attempt to solve without a five-year plan 

Two of the key foundations of Red Star’s eventual 
success were already in place: Stevan Stojanović, a 
goalkeeper who had come through the youth system, 
and a 21-year-old Dragan Stojković, one of the finest 
Yugoslav/Serbian footballers of all time who had 
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transferred to Red Star from his hometown club, 
Radnički Niš  Owner of a poetic yet devastating left 
foot, Stojković’s class can be measured by his future 
nomination to the 1990 World Cup All-Star Team  The 
midfield was Diego Maradona, Lothar Matthäus, Paul 
Gascoigne and Stojković 

The next piece of the Red Star jigsaw fell into their 
lap  Đuro Prosinečki wanted Dinamo Zagreb to give 
his 18-year-old son Robert a professional contract but 
the Dinamo coach refused, claiming that he would eat 
his coaching diploma if Prosinečki ever became a real 
football player 

Dragan Džajić, third in the 1968 Ballon d’Or voting 
behind George Best and Bobby Charlton, then Red Star’s 
technical director, remembers the scenario: ‘[In Zagreb] 
I got approached by a man who introduced himself as 
Robert Prosinečki’s uncle  He told me his nephew wasn’t 
happy at Dinamo and asked me if we could arrange a 
try-out  I told them to come to Belgrade in a couple of 
days and they did  

‘At the try-out I saw this kid do wonders with the 
ball and I immediately asked our head coach to schedule 
an afternoon practice session at the main stadium so 
that I could see the kid one more time  It was obvious 
we had a classy player on our hands, and I initiated the 
contract proceedings right away  Our lawyer informed 
us that we wouldn’t have to pay a transfer fee to Dinamo 
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so Robert’s father Đuro and I agreed everything in five 
minutes ’

Dinamo’s error was immediately apparent when 
Prosinečki was voted the best player at the 1987 World 
Youth Championships in Chile, leading Yugoslavia to 
their first age-group title  It was a true golden Yugoslav 
generation that in addition to Prosinečki also featured 
Davor Šuker, Predrag Mijatović and Zvonimir Boban 

Bosnian defender Refik Šabanadžović was added 
to Red Star’s squad in 1987 from Sarajevo-based side 
Željezničar  He was followed the next season by Dejan 
Savićević, a Montenegrin attacking midfielder from 
FK Budućnost, and Darko Pančev, a striker from 
Macedonia’s best side, Vardar  Red Star had assembled 
a true multinational, multi-ethnic side living up to the 
highest ideals of the Yugoslav state 

Winning the 1988 Yugoslav First League qualified 
Red Star for the 1988/89 European Cup where they 
would meet Arrigo Sacchi’s Milan in the last 16  Luck 
was on the side of Džajić 

Firstly, Milan failed to win their home leg, a calamity 
by the standards of the day  Stojković, living up to his 
nickname ‘Piksi’, jinked through the vaunted Milanese 
defence including Franco Baresi to get the crucial away 
goal  Pietro Virdis equalised a minute later but no further 
scoring meant that Red Star took an advantage to the 
Marakana  
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In the second leg Savićević scored just after half-time 
to put Red Star in front on aggregate  It was remarkable 
that he was even playing because at the time he was a 
serving soldier  

The urban legend is that a jilted Partizan (Yugoslavia’s 
army club), upset that Red Star had gazumped them to 
Savićević’s signing, called in a favour from the military 
brass and Savićević was called up for national service  
The army stationed him in Skopje, over 400km from 
Belgrade, but there was an agreement that he could 
participate in European and national team matches  
So, prior to lining up against Milan, Savićević’s only 
games for Red Star had been against League of Ireland 
champions Dundalk 

Sadly for Savićević his strike was to count for nought, 
literally, as the German referee was forced to abandon the 
second leg due a thick fog that descended on the ground  
When the Milan players got back to the dressing room 
they were surprised to see Virdis had already showered 
and was in his suit  Virdis informed his team-mates that 
he had been sent off ten minutes prior  The fog was so 
thick that no one had noticed  

‘Milan were on their knees,’ says Stojković  ‘But then 
everything happened very quickly  After ten minutes of 
the second half the fog came in and, in one moment, 
suddenly it was invisible  The referee wanted to let us 
play but he had no choice, it was impossible 
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‘First, I couldn’t see the stand  Then I couldn’t see 
the goal  Then I couldn’t see the penalty area  Then I 
couldn’t see the ball!’

Despite playing two-thirds of the match, the two 
managers agreed to play the next afternoon, a decision 
of which Stojković said, ‘We knew it was a bad idea, we 
needed a rest ’

Both sides would have to name the same starting xIs, 
except Milan were forced to replace the suspended Virdis 
and Carlo Ancelotti, who picked up his second yellow 
card of the tournament in the abandonment  However, 
the fresher legs may have helped rather than hindered 
the Rossoneri  The postponement did allow Ruud Gullit 
enough time to recover sufficiently from an injury to be 
named among the substitutes  

Stojković felt ‘the advantage was now with Milan’, 
and he added, ‘They were monsters physically, with 
many good players on the bench who could help them  
They had Gullit [as a substitute] back for the second 
game! I felt like I was playing alone ’

Quite harsh of Stojković to claim he was playing 
alone as the through ball he received from Savićević was 
different class  For once the Milan offside line was a dog-
leg, with Baresi being the guilty party  Sadly though for 
Red Star that goal was an equaliser as Marco Van Basten 
had headed in Donadoni’s far-post cross four minutes 
earlier  
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Kicking off at 3pm deprived the Marakana, so 
nicknamed for its similarity to Brazil’s famous mega-
stadium, of some of its febrile atmosphere  Almost 
100,000 came through the turnstiles the previous 
evening but estimates say around only 60,000 
fans were present when the rearranged second leg 
kicked off  

Just before half-time, Donadoni took a heavy 
challenge and wasn’t moving  More worryingly he wasn’t 
breathing  His airway was blocked and he was turning 
blue  A quick-thinking Red Star physio punched the 
prone playmaker to break his jaw and open his airway 
but it wasn’t immediately clear that he would be okay 

Adriano Galliani, Milan’s powerful executive, 
recalls, ‘The lads played the second half convinced that 
Donadoni was dead or dying  We were all crying during 
half-time ’

Gullit entered the action in place of Donadoni but 
his Dutch physio, who was flown out to Belgrade on 
Berlusconi’s private jet, estimated that his injury would 
only hold for 45 minutes  However, the sides couldn’t 
be separated during normal or extra time, so penalties 
were required  

That season the Yugoslav League had abolished the 
draw  There were two points for a win, none for a defeat 
and teams only got one point for a drawn game if they 
won a subsequent penalty shoot-out  The only problem 
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was that Red Star weren’t good at them  Of the seven 
league shoot-outs they participated in that season, they 
only won two 

Stojković scored the first penalty; right-footed 
presumably because he could  Baresi responded in kind 
for Milan, drilling the ball high and central, a tactic he 
would attempt six years later against Cláudio Taffarel 
with less success  

Prosinečki and Van Basten likewise found the net  
Savićević drilled his penalty low and central but it almost 
arrived too fast and Galli saved  Evani then scored, and 
Galli kept out the next Red Star attempt  

Now Milan had two kicks to win, but with 
Rijkaard’s coolness they only need the one and they were 
celebrating wildly on the pitch as if they had just won the 
competition before sprinting to the tunnel behind one 
of the Marakana goals  Red Star were left shell-shocked 
on the pitch  The Milan dynasty was saved by the fog 
of Belgrade 

‘That Milan team was not one of the best, it was the 
best from my point of view  The best ever,’ says Stojković 

‘After the game as captain I said to my team-mates 
be happy, don’t cry  Rijkaard came to me and told me to 
be proud  He said, “You are a really big player ” He told 
me Milan were very lucky ’

The games in Belgrade seemed to take a lot out of 
the Rossoneri and they lost four out of their next seven, 
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including at home to Atalanta and away at Cesena  
Milan slipped from second in Serie A to seventh and 
were not able to challenge Inter again for the Scudetto  
Their only route back to the European Cup would be 
via winning it – and that’s just what they did  

There would be no dream rematch the following 
season as Yugoslavia was instead represented by 
Vojvodina from Novi Sad  Vojvodina were better than 
Red Star at penalties and had claimed the Yugoslav First 
League title because they won five of their six penalty 
shoot-outs 

It would prove to be an important setback for Red 
Star as missing out on the European Cup berth and 
their embarrassing uEFA Cup exit against FC Köln 
the following season prompted a coaching overhaul  
Dragoslav Šekularac is one of only five players to be 
honoured with the Star of Red Star, an award for the 
club’s greatest players, but he was replaced by Ljupko 
Petrović 

Petrović was part of the coaching setup when 
Yugoslavia won the World Youth Championships and 
managed the Vojvodina team that pipped Red Star to 
the league  

His first task was to oversee a pre-season tour of 
England and Wales, which began in Torquay before 
moving on to non-league Hinckley united (a 9-1 
victory), Crewe Alexandra (4-0), Merthyr Tydfil (1-
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1), Scarborough (4-2) and finishing in Bradford (a 
2-1 defeat) 

The new coach added the final few pieces to the 
jigsaw  Vladimir Jugović was called up to the first team 
and cultured midfielder Siniša Mihajlović was signed 
from Petrović’s old team 

Mihajlović joined for a transfer fee of 1m Deutsch-
marks, commanded a four-year contract plus the club 
bought him a Mazda 323F and a three-bedroom 
apartment in Belgrade to sweeten the deal  Mihajlović 
was needed and Red Star had the funds to acquire 
him because their key playmaker Stojković was sold to 
Olympique Marseille for £5 5m 

His World Cup performances had made Stojković an 
irresistible target for Bernard Tapie  Marseille too were 
on a quest for the European Cup  In his bid for Marseille 
to become the first French team to win the tournament, 
Tapie added Stojković, Basile Boli and World Cup-
winning coach Franz Beckenbauer to an already stellar 
cast featuring Jean-Pierre Papin, Eric Cantona, Chris 
Waddle, Carlos Mozer, Jean Tigana and Abedi Pele  

The departure of Stojković, though debilitating on 
paper, actually proved to be addition by subtraction  Not 
only did it provide the funds to sign Mihajlović but it 
allowed Prosinečki, by then 21, to take on more of the 
creative responsibility  When given the opportunity he 
wowed, and in March 1991 World Soccer said Prosinečki 
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was ‘the finest player in Yugoslavia and potentially one 
of the finest in Europe’ 

When Rangers drew Red Star in the 1990/91 
European Cup second round, Graeme Souness 
dispatched his then assistant Walter Smith to scout Red 
Star  Smith’s scouting report was just two words: ‘We’re 
fucked ’ The feedback was as curt as it was correct  

In the semi-final Red Star drew Bayern, a side 
peppered with recent World Cup winners who had also 
beaten Yugoslavia’s golden generation 4-1 in the 1990 
World Cup  They travelled to Munich for the first leg 
and went behind to a fabulous team goal  

Jürgen Kohler played a one-two with Brian Laudrup 
down the left flank before Kohler sprayed a cross-field 
pass the width of the vast old Olympiastadion pitch to 
Manfred Schwabl  Schwabl fed Stefan Effenberg, who 
returned it to Schwabl to beat Prosinečki, and slide a 
through ball in to Olaf Thon  Facing away from goal, 
Thon back-heeled the ball into Roland Wohlfarth’s path 
to lift over the onrushing keeper from a sharp angle  It 
was a beautiful goal, yet arguably only the third-best 
scored in that stadium that evening 

Red Star’s reply was a devastating length-of-the-field 
counter-attack that all disciples of gegenpressing should 
seek out  Slobodan Marović took a break from scything 
down Laudrup to intercept a Bayern through ball and feed 
Miodrag Belodedici, then another touch found Prosinečki, 
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who pinged a 50-yard ball up the right to the pacy Dragiša 
Binić in stride  Binić crossed low to the far post and Pančev 
crashed the ball into the net  Devastating  

Stefan Effenberg hadn’t learned his lesson  The shock 
of blond hair wearing an incongruous number six for a 
playmaker played a loose through ball on the edge of the 
Red Star penalty box  Five touches and ten seconds later 
the men in red-and-white-striped shirts had gone the 
length of the field again to take a lead back to Belgrade, 
Savićević finishing the move off 

In the second leg Bayern developed a tactic to deal 
with Red Star’s speed on the break – hacking  Thomas 
Strunz sideswiped Savićević during his first promising 
break but the German keeper Raimond Aumann could 
do nothing with the resulting free kick from Mihajlović, 
a sweet left-footed curler from nearly 35 yards out 

To call Mihajlović a free-kick expert is inadequate 
praise  He may have been the greatest dead-ball striker 
of all time  His skills had been honed from a misspent 
youth kicking ball after ball at his neighbours’ metal 
gates  In his later career he would score a hat-trick of 
free kicks for Lazio against Sampdoria  His options 
were varied too, having the ability to score with both 
power and guile  A recent Bleacher Report list ranked 
Mihajlović as the second-best free-kick taker in football 
history, ahead of dead-ball luminaries like Ronald 
Koeman, David Beckham and Zico 
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Aumann kept out a Pančev header while Binić lashed 
a shot against the side-netting and Savićević tripped 
himself up when surging on the Bayern goal  Prior to 
the interval it was one-way traffic at autobahn speeds  

However, there was a certain fragility to the Yugoslav 
football psyche  As a national team they had lost in five 
finals (three Olympic and two European) and when 
Klaus Augenthaler’s free kick squirmed underneath 
the body and through the legs of Stevan Stojanović, 
panic set in  

The goalkeeper’s reaction to his own error could have 
been the original inspiration for the long-running Soccer 
AM ‘Platoon’ segment  Back arched with head in hands, 
Stojanović fell to the Marakana turf to contemplate life 
momentarily  

Four minutes later Bayern had an undeserved lead  
Effenberg’s heavy cross missed his intended target but 
hit an unsighted Red Star defender on the knee before 
ricocheting into Manfred Bender’s path to score 

Jonathan Wilson, the acclaimed football journalist, 
described what happened next as the most extraordinary 
20 minutes in the history of football as Red Star, having 
lost faith in their ability to defend, opted to attack 

Mihajlović tried to one-up himself in the free kick 
stakes but his 40-yard effort just whistled past the post  
Then Prosinečki resorted to playing street football to 
evade the increasingly agricultural tackling, hurdling 
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challenges and then utilising well-timed drag-backs to 
leave German defenders kicking at air  Bayern were so 
wary of getting hit on the break that their back four 
remained inside their own half even when they won 
a corner  

Eventually Bayern fashioned a chance and Thon 
fed the striker Wohlfarth, who – echoing the first leg – 
chipped Stojanović, only this time the ball hit the upright 
and the rebound evaded an unmarked Effenberg  A third 
away goal would have ended the tie as a contest 

As the clock hit 90 minutes, Jugović surged forward, 
riding three Bayern lunges as he carried the ball goalwards  
It was worked to Mihajlović but the delivery of the cross 
was poor and Augenthaler as the first man shaped to 
clear  But instead of making a clean connection, World 
Cup-winner Augenthaler sliced across the leather and 
the ball took the most improbable about-turn, creeping 
under the bar while Aumann looked helplessly on  If Phil 
Mickelson took out his lofted wedge and wanted to flop 
a ball on to a firm green he would have been happy with 
the arc that Augenthaler got 

Pandemonium ensued at the final whistle barely 
a minute later  Crestfallen Bayern players slumped to 
the grass while a huge pitch invasion was going on 
around them  Such scenes were commonplace in the 
pre-sanitised days of football but in modern times 
would have uEFA killjoys throwing the rule book at 
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the transgressors  Joyous fans were ripping up the turf 
to take home as souvenirs 

In many ways this was not only the last stand of 
Yugoslav football but of Yugoslavia itself as Serbs, Croats, 
Montenegrins, Macedonians and Bosnians all found 
common cause under the Red Star banner  

The fabric of the nation had been slowly fraying since 
the death of Marshal Tito in 1980  Tito was surprisingly 
well loved for someone who had declared himself 
president for life  Seen as a benevolent and unifying 
leader, as well as a war hero with dual Slavic heritage 
(Croat and Slovene), he bonded the country together  

Economic as well as political factors were at play  
Double-digit growth and low borrowing were a feature 
of the Yugoslav economy in the early 1970s, until the 
OPEC Oil Crisis hit  Then the government heavily 
borrowed from both the united States and the Soviet 
union to weather the shock  By the mid-1980s servicing 
this liability was becoming nigh-on impossible  
National debt went above $20bn, unemployment 
north of 15 per cent and inflation at one point hit 
1,000 per cent  The country defaulted, devalued its 
currency and agreed to sweeping economic reforms 
in order to secure foreign reserves  This austerity was 
the perfect environment for nationalism to ferment 
and in Serbia it rose behind the leadership of Slobodan 
Milošević 
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Milošević offered simple populist solutions to 
deep, structural issues and blamed the country’s ills on 
corruption and bureaucrats  The Serbian republic had just 
one of eight votes in the Yugoslav presidency council but 
Milošević’s supporters organised protests and opposition 
to the governments in Kosovo, Montenegro and Vojvodina 
that brought Milošević sympathisers to power  

The rise of Serb nationalism made Slovenes, Croats, 
Bosnians and Kosovar Albanians nervous, especially 
with the commitment to a Greater Serbia that involved 
extending the protective arms of the Serbian state around 
ethnic locals regardless of their geographic location 
within Yugoslavia  

This tension boiled over on the football pitch and 
towards the end of the 1990 season Red Star travelled to 
Zagreb to play Dinamo  Red Star had the league sewn 
up by then but fanning the tension was the first multi-
party elections in Croatia, won by parties favouring 
Croatian independence  

A riot ensued between the 3,000 travelling ‘Delije’ – 
Red Star’s ultras – and Dinamo supporters  Predictably, 
both sides blamed the other for provocation  What wasn’t 
disputed, however, was that the Delije were vandalising 
the Dinamo stadium and the home fans were upset at 
lacklustre police response  

Taking matters into their own hands, Dinamo 
supporters breached the security fencing around the 
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pitch and attempted to charge their Serbian rivals  The 
police were overwhelmed 

Zvonimir Boban, now the deputy general secretary of 
uEFA but then captain of Dinamo, says, ‘The hooligans 
from Belgrade were ruining our stadium  The police at 
the time, who were absolutely a regime police, the police 
did nothing to stop them ’

Boban says he remonstrated with the police and was 
given two sharp baton blows for his troubles  The red 
mist descended and Boban launched at the officer with 
a flying kick  

It’s been called the kick that started a war but the 
reality was it was one of many skirmishes on the path 
to eventual conflict, including a September 1990 match 
between Hajduk Split and Partizan where Hajduk fans 
chased the Partizan players from the field before burning 
the stadium’s Yugoslav flag in a match broadcast live on 
Yugoslav television 

Boban did align his actions with the cause of Croatian 
independence, in doing so becoming a folk hero from 
Dalmatia to the Danube  But he paid a footballing price 
as he was suspended for six months, including missing 
the 1990 World Cup finals 

The 1991 European Cup Final was played in Bari, in 
an attempt to provide a thin justification for building a 
58,000-seat, white elephant stadium for the 1990 World 
Cup  The southern Italian city welcomed Red Star and 
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Olympique Marseille, meaning Red Star would be 
reunited with their old friend Stojković  

Realistically, given the worsening political situation, 
the Red Star players and management had to assume 
that this would be their last chance to capture the 
European Cup  The first casualties of the Yugoslav 
Wars had occurred at an armed stand-off at Plitvice 
Lakes National Park in Croatia and missile attacks 
were beginning  The five-year plan had suddenly 
become a four-year plan but fortunately they had one 
player in the side who knew what it took to win a 
European Cup 

Miodrag Belodedici was one of the last great liberos; 
an elegant Romanian defender who was completely 
comfortable on the ball  Even though he emerged in 
the back-pass era it was rare to see him resort to utilising 
his goalkeeper, and when in possession he was looking 
to create  

Belodedici’s first European Cup triumph was as part 
of the Steaua team that beat Barcelona but after that 
victory he didn’t feel the players were treated as they 
should have been  

‘I didn’t like the regime  Old players weren’t treated 
as well as they had been before  They weren’t allowed to 
go abroad  I decided to go,’ he recalled 

But leaving Ceaușescu’s Romania wasn’t a 
straightforward process, especially when you were 
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technically an army officer as Steaua’s players were  
Belodedici (pronounced without the ‘i’ and a soft ‘ch’) 
had family ties to Yugoslavia and Red Star was his 
favourite club 

‘Something told me to go to Belgrade,’ he told The 
Guardian years later  The only snag was he didn’t have 
his passport  The passports Romanian players used to 
travel to international matches were confiscated upon 
their return 

Belodedici was born in small village on the Serbian-
Romanian border but brought up in Romania  He 
continued, ‘I asked Valentin Ceaușescu [the president’s 
son] and the president of Steaua, Ion Alecsandrescu – he 
was the general who ran the club – for a passport  They 
asked why I wanted it and I told them that my mother had 
a permit to cross into Yugoslavia to visit her family and I 
wanted to go for a week to take her and then come back ’ 

In Yugoslavia, Belodedici was granted political 
asylum but back in his native Romania he became 
persona non grata. Belodedici was sentenced to ten years’ 
imprisonment for desertion from the army  

After watching a Red Star match from the stands 
he went to find Dragan Džajić and offer his services: 
‘I explained who I was and where I’d come from  I had 
to explain six times  He looked at me and he couldn’t 
understand  But then [Džajić] suddenly realised 
who I was ’ 
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Once Džajić twigged who he was talking to, he signed 
Belodedici to a contract on the spot but uEFA were not 
happy  According to the organisation, Belodedici had 
broken his contract with Steaua  Subsequently he was 
handed a year-long ban from football, which actually 
lasted for longer than the Ceaușescu regime Belodedici 
was fleeing  On Christmas Day 1989 Nicolae Ceaușescu 
and his wife Elena were executed by firing squad after 
a brief show trial  Ion Iliescu, the leader of the National 
Salvation Front that toppled Ceaușescu and later served 
two terms as president of Romania subsequently called 
the trial ‘shameful, but necessary’ 

Relations immediately improved between Romania 
and Yugoslavia and when Belodedici’s ban expired in 
January 1990 he made his Red Star debut in a friendly 
against Steaua, which was won 4-1  

Barry Davies, commentating on the 1991 European 
Cup Final for the BBC, introduced the showpiece event 
to viewers at home as ‘two teams better equipped to 
attack than defend’ 

‘All round Europe there are expectations of fireworks,’ 
added the silky-voiced commentator  ‘In the past the 
Champions Cup Final has sometimes proved a damp 
squib but this surely is a night for the sparklers ’

What actually transpired was ‘the most boring final 
in European Cup history’ according to Mihajlović, who 
played in it  He said, ‘A few hours before the match, 
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seven of us were shown tapes of Marseille matches  
I remember Ljupko Petrović telling us, “If we attack 
them, we’ll leave ourselves open for counter-attacks,” to 
which I asked, “So, what do we do then?” His answer 
was, “When you get the ball, give it back to them ” So 
we spent 120 minutes on the pitch practically without 
touching the ball ’

Red Star showed virtually no attacking intent but the 
famed Marseille front three of Waddle, Pele and Papin 
could not break down the red-and-white wall  In the 
second half of extra time and with more than half an eye 
on penalties, Marseille coach Raymond Goethals turned 
to Stojković and introduced him in place Eric Di Meco 

The Serb had endured a frustrating first season at 
Marseille  He had made only seven league starts and had 
undergone knee surgery that kept him out for most of 
the campaign  The previous weekend in a game against 
Nice saw Stojković play a full 90 minutes for the first 
time since September  

‘I think it was a mistake that I didn’t play in Bari  
The Zvezda [Red Star] players were scared of me,’ 
insists Stojković  ‘Of course I was the best player there  
Definitely  I respected all the players, but I felt superior ’

In the lull following the end of extra time, Goethals 
and Petrović were sourcing their penalty takers  Marseille 
were already without the services of Waddle, who didn’t 
want to repeat the anguish of his 1990 World Cup semi-
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final miss, when Stojković informed his manager that he 
too was not going to take one 

‘I didn’t want to take a penalty  I said to Raymond 
Goethals when he chose me to take one that I didn’t 
want to take this responsibility against Zvezda  Other 
players have to take responsibility,’ he recounted  

Pascal Olmeta, who hadn’t had a save to make in 
120 minutes, would now try to deny Red Star their 
first European Cup  Prosinečki gave Red Star the early 
advantage, which Stojanović solidified when he saved 
Manuel Amoros’s kick  The next six efforts were all 
scored before Darko Pančev, the goal-a-game striker, 
stepped up  Pančev wasn’t going to die wondering and 
off a long run-up he walloped the ball  Olmeta wisely 
stood his ground in the middle of the goal but the power 
of the shot made up for how central it was 

A Yugoslav team had finally become champions 
of Europe after 36 years of trying  Belodedici became 
the first player to play on the winning team for two 
different clubs in a European Cup Final (defender Saul 
Malatrasi played for Inter in their 1964/65 European 
Cup season but didn’t make the xI for the final and 
later won the competition with AC Milan in 1969; 
Jimmy Rimmer was on the bench for Manchester 
united in the 1968 final and started the 1982 final 
for Aston Villa, before being injured and substituted 
after nine minutes) 
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Prosinečki credits Ljupko Petrović for the victory, 
‘[Petrović] brought something new, some new spirit  He 
persuaded us we could achieve big things  One of the 
most important aspects of a coach is not only to get the 
tactics right, to choose 4-4-2 or 4-3-3, but to make the 
players believe they are capable of achieving something  
Ljupko Petrović did that ’

That Red Star achieved what they did when their 
country was collapsing around them is all the more 
remarkable  

‘We didn’t know it, but a few months later the 
war would change everything – both in terms of our 
relationships and the future the team should have had,’ 
yearned Prosinečki  

‘We didn’t have time to realise what we had just 
achieved and build on it  If that team could have gone 
on for a few more years with the same players, it could 
have dominated European football ’

Belodedici agrees, ‘We could have gone on winning 
for years  Some players would have left but we had very 
good young players ’

Less than four months later, when the defence of their 
European crown began against Portadown of Northern 
Ireland, uEFA banned Red Star from playing home games 
in Yugoslavia due to the deteriorating security situation 

Red Star played their ‘home’ matches in Hungary 
and Bulgaria, and they qualified for the semi-final 
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group stage  After four matches Red Star were top 
of Group A but two defeats, at ‘home’ to Sampdoria 
and away to Anderlecht meant they finished second, 
which wouldn’t be enough to see them through to 
another final  

All of this was achieved without Prosinečki, who had 
been sold to Real Madrid in the summer of 1991, and in 
spite of the diplomatic incident caused by Pančev who 
declared his nationality as Macedonian on a landing 
card when Red Star travelled to Athens  Macedonia 
had declared independence in September 1991 but 
Greece, which also has a region named Macedonia, 
didn’t recognise the country’s sovereignty until 1995 
(the dispute continued until 2018 when Macedonians 
voted in a referendum to rename themselves ‘North 
Macedonia’) 

In total, half the players who played in Bari left 
Red Star the following season: the captain Stojanović, 
hard defender Slobodan Marović, his more cultured 
counterpart Refik Šabanadžović, the pacy Binić and 
substitute Vlada Stošić

In December 1991, Red Star represented Europe in 
the Intercontinental Cup against the South American 
champions Colo-Colo  The Chileans were managed by 
Mirko Jozić, the Croatian who had coached the Yugoslav 
youth team to their World Cup triumph in Chile four 
years earlier  
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Many Red Star players had a point to prove to Jozić 
as many felt his selections had an anti-Serbian bias  
Despite Savićević being sent off in the first half, Red Star 
cantered to a 3-0 victory with two goals from Jugović 
and one by Pančev 

Despite the uneven playing field they faced, Red Star 
Belgrade entered 1992 as the European and de facto 
world champions of club football but even they couldn’t 
defeat the united Nations 

On 30 May 1992, the united Nations Security 
Council passed uN Security Council Resolution 757 
by a 13-0 vote; only China and Zimbabwe abstained  It 
banned all international trade, scientific and technical 
cooperation, sports and cultural exchanges from the 
Federal Republic of Yugoslavia  French president 
François Mitterrand initially threatened to veto 
Resolution 757 and proposed that the sports ban be 
removed, but in the uN horse-trading that followed 
it was kept in exchange for written clarification that 
Serbian combatants were not solely responsible for the 
Yugoslav Wars 

The immediate consequence of this action was that 
Yugoslavia were ineligible for Euro 92  uEFA called up 
Denmark as Yugoslavia’s replacements and the Danes 
famously cut short their summer holidays to win the 
tournament  It’s another tantalising ‘what if ’ moment 
for Yugoslav and Balkan football  
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Red Star had played European football in every 
season since 1968 but like the national team they were 
banned from the 1992/93 Champions League  The squad 
saw the writing on the wall and they were scattered all 
over Europe  In addition to the six departures after the 
1990/91 season another 16 players left for foreign sides 
after the sporting sanctions were imposed 

Chief among the departures were Jugović to 
Sampdoria, Belodedici to Valencia, Mihajlović to 
Roma and Pančev to Inter  Only Savićević would get an 
immediate chance to showcase himself in the Champions 
League though – he signed for AC Milan  


